[EEG study of the anxiolytic effect of scopolamine].
Effect of the central M-cholinolytic scopolamine on spatial organization of the rat brain electrical activity was studied under conditions of high and low emotional-stress responses. The EEG changes were estimated by 840 parameters. A possibility of the EEG discrimination by means of interstrain differences in responses to scopolamine, was shown. A more obvious decrease in spectral power and potentials coherence was revealed in Maudsley Reactive rats (MR) as compared with the Maudsley Nonreactive rats (MNRA), in parieto-temporal and occipital areas of the right hemisphere, and the reverse interrelationship occurred in the anterior parts of the right and posterior parts of the left hemisphere. These findings suggest some specifics in the spatial distribution of the maximum scopolamine action foci depending on the initial emotional level. Changes occurring under the scopolamine effect in different EEG frequency bands are different in the MR and the MNRA rats. The findings are discussed in respect to the EEG indices of anxiolytic component of cholinergic regulation of the brain activity.